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Abstract—Resilience in context-aware applications is especially
important within challenged network and physical environments.
This paper discusses the current methods for maintaining re-
silience in context management architectures. These methods
largely focus on resolving contextual information loss, rather than
maintaining the standard operation of the deployed system. The
paper contends that this approach leads to loss of functionality
and unwanted modifications to contextual information. Existing
approaches for mitigating the effects of network instability have
a high resource requirement and do not maintain the standard
functionality of the system in real time. The paper proposes
and discusses the Lightweight Context Management Architecture
(LCMA) which addresses the lack of lightweight solutions for
resilient context management systems. The functional require-
ments of the LCMA components are proposed and detailed. The
proposed LCMA will be validated in mission-critical applications
with potential adversarial actions.

Index Terms—Context, Context Management Architecture,
Network Resilience, IoT.

I. INTRODUCTION

Context and context-aware systems are an increasingly com-

mon area of investigation [17]. As implementation experience

grows, real-world context system deployment issues not nec-

essarily seen in simulated test and development environments

have been identified. For example, as applications become

extensive in scope and geography [6], network issues can cause

a breakdown of traditional centralised systems. While context

relevant issues have been explored previously [18], solutions

applied to larger context systems to date often require more

resources, particularly computational power [2]. These systems

also have reduced functionality as stored context cannot be

used while disconnected from the central management system.

This can impair the ability of the given system to complete

its objectives.

One limitation of context applications is network connectiv-

ity [9]. When network stability is jeopardised, context systems

cease functioning in their intended manner. Minimising the

data corruption and work required for a context management

system to access data is paramount to ensuring normal function

in the deployed network [8]. The inherent limitations of con-

text applications can be reduced with network and application

design resiliency. Taking account of these issues, especially in

the context of network resilience, can help to increase the use

and application of context-aware systems [16].

This work aims to explore and address the problems in

context management platforms concerning network resilience.

An architecture is presented for a dynamic, pseudo-

centralised context system that can continue functioning when

network stability is compromised. The contributions of this

work are: (i) a review of context management and network

resilience issues; (ii) motivation for the development of a

multi-agent context architecture to solve presented issues; (iii)

a proposed Lightweight Context Management Architecture

(LCMA) for distributed, multi-agent context management.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section II

discusses context management and relevant network stability

issues. Section III discusses motivations for a resilient context

management architecture. Section IV discusses the parts of a

multi-agent context architecture and outlines the requirements

for an LCMA. Finally, Section V concludes this work.

II. CONTEXT AWARENESS

Multiple definitions of contextual data exist [15], often to

serve their respective work area without referring to usage

in the wider industry. A general definition of context is pre-

sented: any information or data pertaining to an environment.

Depending on the application, collected data may relate to the

physical environment [3], digital environment [13] and other

unique events within an environment [1].
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Devices within a context system are split into two classifica-

tions [24]: (i) context providers focus on supplying contextual

data to the management platform, while (ii) context consumers

request contextual data for use.

A Context Management Platform (CMP) focuses on manag-

ing contextual information [10], stores context data long term

and routes data from context providers to context consumers.

Context management platforms can contain context collation,

context storage, and decision-making systems. A Context

Management Architecture (CMA) links a CMP with context

collectors, providers and consumers.

When context networks become more extensive, a sin-

gle context management device will be unable to meet the

system’s needs. There are two approaches to this problem.

Firstly, distributed context awareness [12] takes the functions

of a traditional CMP and distributes those functions across

multiple devices, which can differ in service area. If one part

of the distributed CMP becomes non-functional (either through

power loss or network disruption), the rest of the system can be

negatively affected. Secondly, multi-agent context awareness

[23] focuses on smaller deployments of CMPs, whereas larger

platforms bring together collected context. If a local CMP is

unusable, the rest of the system is only affected by the local

data loss.

As context systems are deployed, more comprehensive

applications may face problems with traditional networks, such

as network stability, data loss and corruption over longer

distances, and malicious actors if deployed in public spaces

[5]. For context systems, the time and stability of collected

data are essential to ensure the system can perform in its

intended manner [21].

One method of coping with information loss from network

instability is context caching. Context caching [11] allows

for storing context locally. When applied to network outages,

context caching can store data being collected by providers

until a centralised CMP can be reached. While this does help

to prevent overall data loss, this solution is only suitable

for short-term disruptions. For more extended outages or

prolonged disruptions to the network, more extensive storage

resources would be required by context providers. Context

consumers cannot receive context in these circumstances,

stalling regular operation until the connection between the

providers, consumers, and the central CMP is restored.

Similarly, imputation is a technique used to help mitigate

the effects of data loss. Imputation allows for the substitution

of lost data [14]. While the substitute data can be generated

using machine learning techniques [20], imputation does not

use existing context providers - changes in the environment

will not be reflected in the substituted data. Context consumers

that become disconnected cannot receive information from the

remainder of the system and cannot act upon the substituted

or collected context.

When a path between a context provider and a CMP

is disrupted, and another path can be identified [19] using

existing infrastructure, those nodes can act to forward data

onward. While this solution restores the connection between

the provider and CMP, it requires additional infrastructure to

support providers and consumers. It also results in a further

delay between data collection and data received by the CMP,

which could be critical depending on the time sensitivity of

the data.

III. MOTIVATION

A range of different applications can use contextual infor-

mation to assist in more rapid and context appropriate decision

making. For example, Search and Rescue (SAR) operations

could benefit from constant context collection from devices

and reactionary decision making of context aware agents.

The following scenarios aim to demonstrate the potential

application of a context system to an emergency services

response and identify current problems in context management

due to pitfalls in design and architecture.

A. Scenario 1: Semi-Automated Fire Search and Rescue

SAR operations in hostile environments, such as bushfires

or flooding, can place SAR teams in dangerous conditions.

This danger can be mitigated by locating the victims before

deploying SAR personnel within the high-risk region. A con-

text system could control an automated search system using

autonomous all-terrain agents. Collected context can help to

identify hazards and paths for emergency workers, discover

unknown victims, and pinpoint conditions for victim status

and evacuation feasibility.

A traditional centralised context system would struggle to

operate in this scenario due to the hostile conditions that

can negatively affect the network connectivity of the context

system. Smoke and foliage cover can interrupt network con-

nectivity [4] to individual context providers and consumers, as

well as to the central control system, disturbing the movement

of agents to targets. Not only would a central system never

receive pertinent information to the local environment, but

agents would not receive commands, delaying the operation

until connectivity is restored.

Consider the situation of a group of autonomous vehicles

locating individuals trapped in a forest fire (Figure 1). This

situation is ideal for applying a context system; in addition

to tracking where individuals may be located using environ-

mental clues, it also allows for identifying a safe escape route

and monitoring the fire movement. In this situation, network

communications may be interrupted by tree cover and smoke,

which can impact communication with a base station. As such,

autonomous units must be able to make decisions based on

local context alone when disconnected from a central CMP.

Figure 2 outlines what may occur if communications are

disrupted between the autonomous vehicles and the central

CMP. Not only can the vehicles become damaged and need

to return to a safe location, but halting the progress of

the mission objective forces the situation to degrade. This

illustrates the need for stable and sustained progress towards

mission objectives, even when autonomous vehicles can no

longer communicate with a central CMP. Missing data may

additionally cause autonomous vehicles to misunderstand the
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Search Rescue Diagram.pngg p g

Fig. 1. Fire SAR operations where autonomous context systems would be
beneficial.

current state of the local environment. For example, suppose

a vehicle receives information from another vehicle that the

local area is safe to traverse. A certain level of trust is required

to maintain vehicle operation and continue the mission. The

overall mission would be affected if this information is false,

and the autonomous vehicle could be completely damaged or

lost.

escalate.pngpppp g

Fig. 2. Fire SAR using autonomous context systems in disrupted environ-
ments.

This scenario outlines the need for context systems to

remain operational even during network disconnections and

outages: to ensure that data collection is timely and relevant

and that decisions can still be made during the disrupted

operation.

B. Scenario 2: Surf Life Saving

An automated contextual information detection and analysis

system could benefit Surf Life Saving SAR operations. Envi-

ronmental conditions such as ocean swell can be volatile, im-

pacting the survival time of people lost in that environment and

potentially impacting those personnel searching. Context could

be used in this situation, with context providers operating on

the beach and on the water, sending valuable information to

context consumers to assist in the decision making process.

Using a traditional CMA, each context provider can con-

stantly collect information from the surrounding environment.

Instability can arise in the connection to the CMP: waves

[7], boats, coastal land formations and other obstructions may

interfere with communications to the central system. The sig-

nal strength can also decrease over longer distances, reducing

the geographic spread of possible applications [22]. To avoid

total information loss during connection outages, devices must

be able to continue collecting contextual information and

ensure that when the connection is restored, relevant data

is given to the context consumers. The ability of devices

to compensate for disconnection by using caching is limited

by the context providers’ short-term storage and processing

ability. The frequency and duration of disruptions to flows

dictate the exact requirements.

If we depict the physical layout diagrammatically (Figure

3), it would consist of a CMP for data collection present

on the beach, with boats and buoys (stars in Figure 3) on

the water able to collect data and act on command from

the context-based application. This example represents an

idealised situation for using a context management system, as

the information is being collected regularly and adds to the ex-

isting contextual information of the surrounding environment.

When people are in danger, resources can be dispatched on

time to facilitate rescue and emergency care. While resources

can be human controlled and driven, the allocation of tasks

to resources can be determined using the local context. For

example, they may be simple calculations of how far away a

person is from a rescue craft or more complex calculations

to determine how to prioritise people for rescue based on the

cost/benefit utilising information such as distance, injury or

proximity to danger. When contextual data is collected in this

system, other boats and waves can interrupt communications

between context providers and the base CMP. This may result

in decisions for alerts not being triggered or triggered much

later than desired. Other environmental monitoring efforts may

be disrupted if collected data is not regular and could affect

surveys for dredging and other environmental care efforts.

Life Saving - People Diagram.pngg p g p g

Fig. 3. Ocean monitoring using static and non-static collection resources.

Context providers and the CMP may also be running on
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different power sources, leaving a point of failure if the CMP

cannot operate. An outage for the CMP will result in mass

context loss. Any use for collected context (i.e. shark detection,

emergency resource allocation, etc.) would cease function until

the CMP was restored.

This scenario highlights the need for a context system to

continue collecting and managing context during centralised

CMP outages. A semi-centralised or decentralised system

could help avoid these issues since nodes can operate inde-

pendently.

C. Discussion

Each of these scenarios presents an idealised application

of context aware systems. Due to the network quality issues

in their respective environments, current context aware sys-

tems cannot maintain standard operation. To address these

shortcomings, a new architecture for context aware systems is

proposed to allow operations to continue even when network

disruptions occur [16].

Network quality characteristics should be a part of the

planning process and influence the creation of connections

between nodes in a context aware system, particularly in

hazardous and irregular locations. Other solutions to network

quality, such as alternate hardwired paths between devices,

may increase resilience. These solutions will not work in the

listed scenarios due to the irregularity and dynamic changes

in asset deployment. Therefore, a solution must be designed

so that each deployed agent does not need to rely on network

connections to continuously function.

To address these situational challenges, a pseudo-

decentralised multi-agent CMA is being developed. This sys-

tem is designed to operate normally even if the lead node is

disconnected or other network disruptions occur. The proposed

system needs to address the following identified issues of

short and long term disconnections between context providers,

consumers and the CMP:

• Informant loss from context providers

• Limitations of cache context data by context providers

• Delay of a decision by context consumer

• No decision by context consumer

• Reduced progress towards system goal as managed by

the CMP

IV. LIGHTWEIGHT CONTEXT MANAGEMENT

ARCHITECTURE (LCMA)

To address the issues identified in Section III, an LCMA

is proposed. This architecture focuses on deploying context

management systems to small scale devices connected directly

to context providers and consumers. These context manage-

ment devices can be networked to a centralised system when

a connection is available, continue operating as a standalone

unit when connections are unavailable or connect to each other

to share context in an ad-hoc decentralised CMP.

The low-level, multi-agent LCMA is outlined in Figure 4.

When no network disruptions occur, a central CMP manages

all devices. When a device is separated from the remainder

of the network, it will continue operating, as it is a self-

contained CMP. When disconnection occurs, if the local CMP

can connect to other local context management devices, then

context sharing can still occur, enabling continued operation.

Fig. 4. Proposed Multi-agent architecture for LCMA.

A system designed in this manner consists of 2 modules:

a heterogeneous lightweight CMP for deployment on low

powered devices and a flexible CMP for centralised control.

A. Flexible Context Management Platform

The flexible CMP operates as a standard CMP when all de-

vices are connected but can discover resources dynamically to

allow for device and context system connection/re-connection.

As discussed in Section II, a centralised context management

system can include context storage, decision making modules,

and context collection modules.

In addition to standard context management functions, the

flexible platform must allow for dynamic addition and removal

of context providers and consumers and backward addition of

context when a connection is restored.

To allow for managing the multi-agent LCMA, the flexible

CMP will have the following requirements:

• Connect to context providers and consumers

• Receive context, and perform deployment specific func-

tions (context collection and storage, decision making and

sending of instructions)

• Map currently available resources, as well as past discon-

nected resources

• Collate context for storage and semantic conversion.

Several specific modules must exist for a flexible CMP to

function (Figure 5). The context discovery module aims to

rediscover disconnected devices when outages are resolved.

The communication module handles communications between

the Lightweight CMPs (LCMPs) and the central system in

context delivery and commands. The collation module focuses

on collating data from multiple CMPs for further storage. The

recovery module integrates data recovered from previously

disconnected devices. Each of these modules works together to

aid in the overall management of the system. Further modules,

such as decision making modules and short term caching, may

be added.
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Context Management Platform System Architecture - Low

Level.pngp g

Fig. 5. Central CMP design architecture.

B. Lightweight Context Management Platform

To allow for decentralised context management and con-

tinued operation during network instability, the LCMP will

be deployed on individual context producer and consumer

systems. This would enable autonomous agents (as discussed

in Section III-A) to operate as a micro CMP, independently

of the remainder of the system. During normal operation, this

LCMP would work as a collection of context providers and

consumers, sending context to the wider CMP and receiving

instructions from the wider CMP.

When communication breaks down between the LCMP and

the wider CMP, the LCMP must be able to continue to work

towards the broader goal of the system. Depending on the

application, this may involve context caching for collection

based systems and deciding device actuation. If communica-

tion can be restored, the LCMP must be able to communicate

any stored context and new context to the central system to

restore normal operation with minimal disruption.

As discussed in Section III-A, the LCMP is designed to

communicate and act as a multi-agent CMP when a con-

nection to the central CMP is severed, but other LCMPs

can still communicate with each other. This allows context

communication between devices to make informed decisions

based on all available information. The lightweight systems

can additionally be customised to function as individual roles

within the multi-agent context system (a device that specialises

in context providing may include extra storage to enable

caching when disconnected).

To obtain the described functionality, the LCMA will have

the following requirements:

• Interface with local context providers and consumers

• Send and receive context from a centralised CMP

• Receive instructions from a wider CMP

• Operate as an isolated CMP when disconnected from

other systems

• Reconnect to centralised CMP when/if a connection is

restored

• Communicate context with other deployed context sys-

tems

• Customise operation for deployment specific operation.

The design of the LCMP system is outlined in Figure 6.

The communication module handles all communication of

context information, either to the centralised CMP or other

LCMPs in the deployment. This module also handles incoming

communications of context, either for caching or for consumer

control. The local context management module focuses on

managing context providers connected to the LCMP, while the

consumer control module focuses on managing the requests of

context consumers.

Context Management Platform System Architecture - Low

Level.pngp g

Fig. 6. Local Lightweight CMP low level design.

V. CONCLUSION

While context management systems are well suited to

various applications, network quality still creates problems

for larger scale applications. The problems are amplified in

environments where networks encounter repeated disruptions

and disconnections. The operating environment faced by SAR

organisations is hazardous. The development of the proposed

LCMA will enable a continuous and predictable operational

standard even while the connection to a centralised CMP is

intermittent.
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